
FULL SERVICE SKILLS TESTING 
FOR STAFFING CLIENTS



Why our clients chose eSkill over other vendors?

•   Our customizable tests have increased e�ciency, relevance, and validity.

•   Our sta�ng clients get dedicated test advice and direct contact with a 
     Client Success Manager for a quick setup and ongoing service.

•   We provide 24/7 live support for clients and test-takers.

•   High value with special pricing just for sta�ng clients.

•   Test-takers can reliably take tests on any computer or browser with no 
     need for plug-ins or downloads.

•   Our simulations have multiple correct solutions, giving a more accurate 
    picture of candidates’ on-the-job performance.

•   They have unlimited use of eSkill tests and our competency library. 

•   eSkill continuously updates test content.

•   eSkill has a perfect 15-year track record of legal compliance.



eSkill helps us verify the quali�cations presented on a candidate’s résumé. This assists us greatly in more 
successful full-time placements. We love eSkill’s user-friendly screening tool and �nd it easy to customize 
and/or create any skill tests needed to meet the unique requirements of all our clients. We have had no 
complications on start up since eSkill is the new system and the customer service has been fantastic!

As the fourth largest IT sta�ng company in the U.S, Sapphire [now Randstad Technologies] provides 
customized solutions for both public and private corporations. In 2007, Sapphire integrated eSkill with its 
website to administer tests to online applicants. This allows recruiters to quickly weed through candidates 
to �nd only the best �t. This not only draws candidates to Sapphire, but in turn allows our clients to see the 
Sapphire di�erence. In evaluating di�erent solutions, it was important for us to �nd a company that was easy 
to work with, responsive and had an intuitive product. eSkill met all those business requirements.

eSkill has become an integral partner to Maine Sta�ng Group with our screening processes. We are provided 
with a wealth of varied tests for any industry we serve. The customization of testing is limitless, allowing us 
the �exibility to serve our customers’ needs. We highly recommend and stand by eSkill!

We’ve been using eSkill for a few months now and it’s been a great transition. The customer service is better 
than any other company we had spoken with. Tests are *amazingly customizable and so quick to put 
together*. Our candidates have been much more responsive because *eSkill doesn’t require any crazy 
software or downloads to take the tests*. Tests also accept more then one “correct” answer, so each test really 
captures a candidate's knowledge on a subject more then you’d expect. In a world that seems to be moving 
to tablets and phones, it’s great that eSkill even incorporates tests that can be taken from a mobile device! 
We’re very glad that we switched our Candidate Testing to eSkill and we appreciate the great support. 



Our sta�ng agency switched from Proveit to eSkill several months ago, and we haven’t looked back since. 
The software platform has been seamless. We have had no technical issues, the software library and 
customized tests are beyond everything we need, the reporting is extremely comprehensive and most 
importantly, none of our test takers have complained! The eSkill tests are very user-friendly which has 
increased compliance drastically. Our Client Success Manager has been extremely responsive to any 
questions we have had along the way. This change was a no brainer for us. Highly recommended! 

The customer service was a very large part of why we switched to eSkill.  From the time we �rst talked with 
Kevin Renner, we felt like we mattered.  We are a small company (but do a lot of business!) and we very much 
appreciate that specialized customer service.  All of the people we have worked with at eSkill make us feel
like we are familiar to them.  They recognize who we are and treat as a valued customer.

With our previous vendor, the entire process seemed limited and more time-consuming than it is with eSkill. 
For example, we batched multiple tests together, which took a long time for the candidate to take.
Also, the franchises did not have the ability to track which session IDs got used by the candidates. 
The tests were pre-built, so there was no customization plus our franchises did not have access to the test 
descriptions.

With eSkill, there’s no longer a middle-man, all our franchises have their own dashboard. This gives them 
control of who gets a test and when. No more having to send requests to the test company’s corporate o�ce! 
The tests are completely customizable, so if a client has a speci�c request, we can make accommodations. 
eSkill also has completely con�gurable tests, so we get to decide what subjects are in the test, how many 
questions are included, and how long the candidates' tests will be. I believe eSkill is far better than our previous 
vendor. In our opinion, eSkill is more user-friendly for the candidate and our franchisees. I would recommend 
eSkill to anyone looking for new testing vendor.



We would send the tests to candidates and expect them to take them over the weekend or even overnight. 
We'd come in Monday, or the next morning, to see that there were NO scores. When we would contact the 
applicants to �nd out why, they would tell us something like... 'The program froze mid-test and I couldn't 
continue" or "I never even got a link to start!" We would sometimes have to e-mail a link 2-3 times before 
candidates got a link that worked. Even candidates who used a Mac had a hard time.

The other issue was our candidates were spending time on the phone with Tech Support for something as 
basic as setting up the computer to support the testing. It seemed that there was always some glitch 
requesting you to update Flash or your web browser.

Here's another example: We would have candidates come to our o�ce and take the typing tests. They would 
arrive, and then we would end up on the phone for 20 minutes trying to get everything updated to run. 
I remember this being very frustrating. We also had a di�cult time with the pop-up blockers and spent 
countless hours on the phone trying to get a workaround while our candidate was standing there. Waiting. 
Technically, it was not a solid platform.

Customer service was a large reason we switched to eSkill. We do a lot of business, and we very much 
appreciate the specialized customer service that eSkill gives us. All of the people we have worked with 
at eSkill make us feel like we are familiar to them. They recognize who we are and treat us as a valued 
customer. With the other vendor, we got a large call center type service when you called. We were a number,
not a customer. I like being able to pick up the phone and reach Kevin if I want to reach Kevin! 
Or Michelle if I want to reach Michelle! That wasn't an option with our other vendor!

Pricing was another reason why we chose eSkill. For us, every penny counts, and eSkill has been
an a�ordable solution. It's reasonably priced and you get a top-notch product!

.



eSkill has hundreds of sta�ng organizations from small 
to some of the largest in the world.



Contact Us

Jayna Smith 
Vice President of Sales

Direct:  978.303.3358
Fax:  978.455.0124 
E-mail:  jayna.smith@eskill.com 

Kevin Renner 
Sales Manager

Direct:  978.203.4716
Cell:  402.499.7685
E-mail:  kevin.renner@eskill.com




